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Figure 1: Visual abstract of our survey and taxonomy of Human-Generative-AI Interaction. Our taxonomy summarizes five key
dimensions, namely, Purposes of Using GenAI, Feedback from Models to Humans, Control from Humans to Models, Levels of
Engagement, and Application Domains.

ABSTRACT
Generative AI (GenAI) has shown remarkable capabilities in gen-
erating diverse and realistic content across different formats like
images, videos, and text. In Generative AI, human involvement is
essential, thus HCI literature has investigated how to effectively cre-
ate collaborations between humans and GenAI systems. However,
the current literature lacks a comprehensive framework to better
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understand Human-GenAI Interactions, as the holistic aspects of
human-centered GenAI systems are rarely analyzed systematically.
In this paper, we present a survey of 154 papers, providing a novel
taxonomy and analysis of Human-GenAI Interactions from both
human and Gen-AI perspectives. The dimension of design space in-
cludes 1) Purposes of Using Generative AI, 2) Feedback fromModels
to Users , 3) Control from Users to Models, 4) Levels of Engagement,
5) Application Domains, and 6) Evaluation Strategies. Our work
is also timely at the current development stage of GenAI, where
the Human-GenAI interaction design is of paramount importance.
We also highlight challenges and opportunities to guide the design
of Gen-AI systems and interactions towards the future design of
human-centered Generative AI applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Embedded systems; Re-
dundancy; Robotics; • Networks→ Network reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, Generative Artificial Intelligence (GenAI) models have
gained immense popularity and are being applied in diverse ap-
plications such as art [5, 109], design [84, 162], and entertain-
ment [108, 176]. Current popular GenAI models including Large
Language Models (LLM) and Large Visual Models (LVM) are widely
deployed on platforms or in software for their capabilities to create
imagery content (Dalle-2 [154], Stable Diffusion [157]), writing lit-
erature [200], and Question Answering (ChatGpt [140]). The adop-
tion of GenAI models has demonstrated significant advantages, e.g.
fostering creativity [148], driving innovation [19], enabling person-
alized content generation [192], and providing valuable assistance
in creation endeavors [122]. As a result, these models have become
ubiquitous, emphasizing the need for well-crafted and compelling
interactions between humans and GenAI.

To take advantage of the generative power of Gen-AI models,
Human-GenAI interaction techniques such as prompt engineer-
ing [114, 148], visualization [183], and interactive interfaces [31, 44],
have become popular and effective mediums for humans to interact
with GenAI systems. These allow users to collaborate [200], be
assisted[3], take suggestions [25] or revise recommendations [180]
from GenAI systems.

However, existing research on Human-GenAI interactions fo-
cuses on each individual aspect and domain. The key design con-
siderations, common practices, and future research opportunities
are still hidden and scattered across many broad topics embedded
in Gen-AI and its applications. To keep pace with the development
of GenAI models and their new out-of-the-box capabilities, we
identify a need to systematically analyze the research in this field,
particularly from an interaction design perspective, to assist the
HCI community to innovate and explore new interaction design
techniques for the best utilization of GenAI capabilities. Further-
more this view of GenAI will also foster new emerging applications
to consider key vantage points where our framework will point to.

Inspired by the above, we aimed to lay the groundwork for fur-
ther developments in the field of human-GenAI interactions by
systematically synthesizing all the current research and consolidat-
ing the existing knowledge and approaches in this domain.

In this paper, we review a corpus of 154 papers for synthesiz-
ing the taxonomy of human-GenAI interactions. Specifically, we
synthesize the research fields from both the user and GenAI per-
spectives (briefly shown in Figure 1) into the following dimensions
of the design space: 1) Purposes of Using Generative AI, 2) Feedback
from Models to Users, 3) Control from Users to Models, 4) Levels of
Engagement, 5) Application Domains, and 6) Evaluation Strategies.

Our main goal is to present a comprehensive overview of re-
cent developments in and research on AI-model analysis, interac-
tion designs, visualization techniques, and application domains of
GenAI-based systems. By compiling the state-of-the-art advance-
ments in these areas, we aim to provide a valuable resource for
researchers to understand the current landscape and situate their
ownworkwithin a broader design space. To achieve the goals above,
we summarize a taxonomy from the literature, offering a holistic
view that encompasses perspectives from both the GenAI model
side (e.g. I/O design, capabilities, and volumes) and the human side
(e.g. evaluation strategies and application domains), as well as the
interactions between them (e.g. interfaces to control, visualization
technique, and feedback design). This taxonomy will enable readers
to gain a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved in cre-
ating effective and meaningful human-GenAI interaction systems,
fostering future evolution and innovation in the design of GenAI
technologies. Additionally, we identify open research questions,
challenges, and opportunities in the future design of GenAI systems
and interactions. By highlighting these areas of exploration, we aim
to guide researchers in their pursuit of addressing crucial issues
and uncovering new possibilities, so that the HCI community paces
and also identifies vantage points for creating new GenAI, with the
rapidly evolving technology of GenAI.

2 BACKGROUND, SCOPES, AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we cover the developments in GenAI models in prior
research as well as open-source platforms and software.

A widely accepted definition [195] of GenAI goes by the proba-
bilistic models that model the joint distribution in contrast to discrimi-
nate AI models that model the conditional distribution. As a sub-topic
in the domain of AI, GenAI has a rich history of development.

In the early stage of its development, the metaphor of GenAI
advanced independently in two major domains, namely Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Computer Vision (CV). In NLP,
the generation of nature languages by AI was handled by early im-
plementations of Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) [41] and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [58]. Likewise in CV, the
concepts of Artificial/Convolutional Neural Networks (ANN [51]
and CNN [100]) were applied to models that generate images. Nev-
ertheless, in both fields, the NN-based methods were greatly limited
by the hardware conditions back then.

It was not until the early 2010s that the breakthrough in hard-
ware technology enabled the explosion in GenAI research with
increased computational power in both NLP and CV fields. Long
sentence generation and sequence-to-sequence generation were
then achieved by RNNs with much larger sizes and computational
power [124, 172]. Similarly in the CV area, models like Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GAN) [55], Variational Autoencoders
(VAE) [94], and their successors [12, 83–85] enabled diverse applica-
tions such as style transferring between images [52, 215], generating
images based on texts [216], etc.

Recent research has highlighted and merged the two fields, en-
abling the multi-modal generative power of GenAI. Works like
Transformer [181] and Diffusion Model [67, 134, 158, 160] have
built the theoretical foundation for the current stage of GenAI,

https://doi.org/XXXXXXX.XXXXXXX
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Figure 2: Examples of GenAI applications located in our survey, covering the topics of research: A) Embodied interactions
with GenAI [136], B) Direct Control human to AI [167], C) Human Interpretable [81], D) Gen AI enhancing skill [185], E)
Automate Process [18], F) Human controllability [31], G) Natural Language Generation [56], H) Human AI collaboration [177],
I) Personalization and Adaptation [64], J) Conversational GenAI [74]

where large models such as Generative Pretrained Transformer
(GPT) and its successors [14, 87, 150, 151], T5 [152], BERT [36],
and CLIP [149] enable diverse applications with content of higher
quality and multiple modalities.

Empowered by the models, an increasing number of software
and interactive platforms are being developed to cater to various
fields, such as art, design, education, and algorithm development,
democratizing access to the creative potential of Generative AI.
In this paper, we provide a comprehensive summary of diverse
GenAI applications and highlight some notable open-source plat-
forms in Table 11 . These platforms are designed and contributed
by researchers, developers, and experts, aiming to make GenAI
technology accessible to a broader audience. Table 11 serves as a
valuable resource for readers to gain insights into the versatility of
GenAI applications and discover open-source platforms that can
facilitate their creative pursuits.

2.1 Scope
2.1.1 GenAI vs AI. GenAI, as its name suggests, represents a cat-
egory of AI that goes beyond traditional models by focusing on
generating new data rather than solely analyzing or making pre-
dictions. In our research, we place a particular emphasis on GenAI
models that excel at generating fresh content. While traditional AI
models are designed to perform specific tasks or offer predefined
responses based on data patterns and algorithms (i.e. discriminative
AI), GenAI systems possess the unique ability to create novel con-
tent (i.e. generative AI). By enabling users to influence the generated
content through inputs like prompts, these interactions become
more dynamic and creative.

2.1.2 GenAI Systems. Among extensive existing research andwork
on the applications of GenAI systems, we have chosen to narrow the
scope of our research to focus exclusively on GenAI systems that are
developed using deep generative models and specifically designed

for user interactions, because of their overwhelming generative
power [37] and rapid improvement in recent years.

Notably, our paper does not encompass the usage of GenAI mod-
els where no user interaction exists, i.e. research that focuses on
only the model performance and architectures rather than interac-
tions or applications. We have also deliberately chosen not to delve
into the detailed formulations of GenAI models and their creation
process. Similarly, we do not discuss the specific methodologies for
creating GenAI models, improving their performance, or training
and collecting datasets. While the technical details of creating and
deploying GenAI models are undoubtedly essential and relevant
in other contexts, our research emphasizes the human perspective
such as the utilization and interaction of these systems by users
and the impact of GenAI systems on user experiences, creativity,
and decision-making.

2.2 Contributions
The GenAI has been explored in various other papers from both
sides human and GenAI model [214]. Some work has conducted
study [70] and discussion [21] to gain human perspective in us-
ing GenAI models. Chen et al. [21] conducted a discussion with
researchers and presented a roadmap for future directions from
the technical (GenAI models) side aligning with human values and
accommodating human intent [17]. Prior work has contributed in
survey and review papers in the field of GenAI such as GenAI recent
developments [208], their technical perspective [65, 205], content
generated [17] and application [57, 214]. Some recent work has also
proposed design space [70, 126, 191] and design guidelines [114].
Recently, GenAI and human interactions have been a topic in HCI
workshops [10, 128, 129].

Building upon prior work, this paper offers the following signifi-
cant contributions.
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Firstly, it presents a comprehensive taxonomy of the design
space, considering both the human perspective and the GenAI
perspective. This taxonomy provides a detailed and in-depth view
of various dimensions and categories, with a specific focus on hu-
man interactions with GenAI systems. By examining the design
aspects from these two perspectives, the paper sheds light on the
dynamic and creative interactions between users and GenAI sys-
tems, providing valuable insights into the user-centric nature of
these systems.

Secondly, the paper represents a pioneering effort as the first
comprehensive literature survey on human-GenAI interaction
systems. The literature survey serves as a valuable resource for HCI
researchers, offering a well-organized and insightful compilation of
the current state of human-GenAI interaction systems. Researchers
can draw from this survey to gain a deeper understanding of the
design space and the nuances of interactions between users and
GenAI systems. Moreover, the survey provides a solid foundation
for further research and exploration of novel design possibilities in
this rapidly evolving area.

Thirdly, we end our paper with discussions over directions for
future investigations, helping researchers identify unexplored
opportunities and challenges in human-GenAI interactions. The
discussions and insights are derived from the collections of the
papers and the high-level summarization we identified.

3 METHODOLOGY
We aim to identify and collect a large representative set of state-of-
the-art GenAI models and GenAI systems using systematic search
techniques [68]. We systematically created a relevant corpus using
PRISMA [143] (a systematic review strategy) guidelines: (1) Search
strategy to explore; (2) Identification of the publication outlets; (3)
Evidence Screening; (4) Eligibility: Inclusion and Exclusion criteria.

3.1 Search Strategy
We explore existing research on GenAI models and systems to iden-
tify keywords that can cover the full spectrum. To achieve this, we
have developed two methodologies. Firstly, we developed a method-
ology to find out advancements in GenAI models in the Machine
Learning/Deep Learning conferences. This provides keywords for
the models which were further used in developing a methodol-
ogy to find GenAI systems keywords in the HCI domain. The two
methodologies are discussed in detail below:

3.1.1 Methodology to Define GenAI-related Model Keywords. : In
our research, we conducted a thorough literature search in the pro-
ceedings of three prominent machine learning conferences (ICML,
ICLR, and NeurIPS) and three computer vision conferences (CVPR,
ICCV, and ECCV). Our focus was on identifying papers related to
Generative AI, machine learning, and deep learning. To ensure the
relevance of the research, we limited our search to papers published
15 years prior to our work. During the search process, we carefully
examined author keywords, abstracts, and titles to extract addi-
tional relevant keywords related to GenAI models. We also added
more keywords based on the three authors’ knowledge about the
recent advancements in GenAI algorithms. Some of the examples
of keywords are GAN, Transformer, Diffusion, and BERT.

3.1.2 Methodology to Define GenAI-Related Systems Keywords. :
This methodology focuses on finding relevant keywords related to
GenAI systems that are interacted with by the users. The process in-
volved conducting a search in five venues: CHI, UIST, CSCW, TVCG,
and TOG. Initially, the search used keywords such as "Generative
AI," "GenAI," and "Generative Artificial Intelligence" to identify rele-
vant papers. The search was limited to papers published in the last
10 years. During the search process, the title, abstract, and relevant
authors of the papers were carefully reviewed. This gives a com-
prehensive list of keywords that were used to get relevant papers
which we filtered based on our own expertise of GenAI knowledge.

3.2 Identification
We meticulously executed a systematic search strategy using rel-
evant keywords from renowned publication platforms, including
ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, MDPI, Springer, and Elsevier.
Employing the OR operator between keywords ensured a compre-
hensive exploration of the literature on Generative AI models and
systems. Additionally, we proactively searched for variations and
synonyms of the keywords, encompassing terms such as "GAN,"
"StyleGAN," "CycleGAN," "Transfer learning," and "ChatBots," to
capture diverse facets of Generative AI research. To focus on the
most pertinent content, we applied filters to restrict the search to
the title, abstract, and authors’ keywords of the articles. Considering
the rapid advancements in GenAI models, we narrowed our search
to papers published from 2014 to the present, ensuring up-to-date
coverage. Moreover, we prioritized open-access papers and those
accessible via institutional subscriptions, broadening the availabil-
ity of our research findings. We also included relevant citations in
our corpus from the papers we found from the key strategy. Simul-
taneously, the authors read the abstracts of the papers to include
papers that are relevant to GenAI human interactions. As a result
of our comprehensive methodology, we successfully compiled a
corpus of 289 papers published in journal articles and conference
proceedings.

3.3 Selection process
During our research process, we used a systematic screening pro-
cess. Three authors reviewed the entire corpus individually by going
through the entire paper independently and following the selec-
tion criteria to exclude out-of-scope papers. The overall focus for
selection criteria involves papers with only human GenAI system
interactions. Then all three authors discussed each paper present
in the corpus to finalize a total of 154 papers.

3.4 Eligibility and Selection Criteria
Criteria for including and Excluding specific papers were defined
based on the overall theme of our work, i.e. human interaction
with generative AI systems. We generated the following criteria for
inclusion and exclusion.
• EC1 GenAI model Technical Improvement: We excluded

papers that solely focus on improving the performance of
generative AI models for the applications.

• EC2NoHuman interactions:We eliminated papers that solely
presented applications of GenAI without actual users or
humans interacting with the applications.
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• EC3 Opinion: Literature Review, survey, and opinion papers
were not included.

• EC4 Change of Context:Words/terms were used in a different
context but are still present in the list.

• EC5 False Search: No search keywords were present but still
were found by the search engine.

• EC6 Idea Paper: Short papers, proposals, demos, and position
papers were not included.

• EC7 Non-AI Papers:We excluded the papers with no gener-
ative AI models being used (E.g., generating design using
simple if-else conditions).

• IC1 Interactions: We included papers where humans are in-
teracting with the AI system, even if they were not focusing
on the systems or humans.

• IC2 Extended Abstracts: We included papers published as
extended abstracts.

• IC3 Study Based Papers:We included study study-based paper
that involved interaction with GenAI systems.

3.5 Analysis
Our analysis aims to uncover the dimensions and categories related
to the design of GenAI systems, specifically focusing on their in-
teraction with humans. To achieve this, we went through reading
each paper in the list to gain an understanding of the various com-
ponents that constitute GenAI systems when humans are involved.
The analysis involves multiple stages of review and collaboration
among the authors. Initially, one of the authors read a small sub-
set (𝑁 = 25) of the papers to establish an approximate taxonomy
of components and dimensions. This preliminary taxonomy was
then discussed among all authors to iteratively refine and enhance
it, adding or subtracting components and categories as necessary.
Once the components and dimensions were finalized, three authors
individually read the entire list of papers thoroughly to assign them
to their respective categories and dimensions. During this phase,
workshop proposals, surveys, and literature reviews were not in-
cluded in the final categorization but were used as supplementary
references to guide our analysis and concretize the design com-
ponents and categories. To ensure consistency and resolve any
conflicts, the three authors subsequently engaged in discussions
to finalize the tagging of the papers. This collaborative approach
helped ensure the accuracy and reliability of the categorization
process. Ultimately, our analysis resulted in a comprehensive tax-
onomy of dimensions and categories that shed light on the design
aspects of GenAI systems when interacting with human users.

In the following sections, we discuss various components and
dimensions of the taxonomies spanning the design space of human
GenAI systems. The taxonomy covers perspectives from both sides,
The GenAI model side as well as the human side. Later on, we
present the future opportunities and challenges in this domain sum-
marized from our literature review. In the appendix, we included
tables that contain all the citations and counts of the papers that
fall into respective categories and dimensions.

4 PURPOSES OF USING GENAI
GenAI models possess various capabilities, with which the users
can combine or iterate to achieve certain purposes in their domains.

In this section, we categorize the purposes of users of GenAI appli-
cations. On a high level, we identify the purposes falling into the
following categories: 1) Refine the Outcome 2) Explore Alternatives,
3) Get Answers for Inquiries, 4) Understand a Subject, 5) Automate
Processes, 6) Enhance Experiences, and 7) Augment Sample Data.

Purpose-1 Refine the Outcome. With a specific objective, users
utilize GenAI applications to generate instances to meet their qual-
itative or quantitative expectations. Qualitative expectations of the
users encompass subjective properties of the instances, such as style
of a fashion design [192], melody in a piece of music [120, 170],
plots in a story [27], layout in a web application [77, 127], con-
tent [43, 148] or subjects [19, 34] in an image, etc. Quantitative ex-
pectations depict the objective metrics that the generated instances
are to satisfy, such as parametric designs of a 3D model [98], effi-
ciency of codes [112], precise layout of cameras in a VR space [199],
etc.

Purpose-2 Explore Alternatives. GenAI possesses the abstrac-
tion of human knowledge across many disciplines and is capable
of converting this knowledge to various modalities of information.
Users can actively utilize GenAI to obtain ideas built from the ab-
straction of knowledge, by viewing multiple generated instances by
GenAI. For example, GAN-based applications like GANravel [44]
and GANCollage [183] enable the users to generate multiple images
similar to the input and explore the gallery of images to decide the
best design of the images. GenAI can also passively assist users
in their ideation process. For example, CatAlyst [6] motivates the
users to continue their unfinished presentations by completing part
of their work to provide new ideas.

Purpose-3 Get Answers for Inquiries. When faced with a chal-
lenge or question, users can leverage GenAI to brainstorm potential
solutions or avenues of inquiry. For instance, GenAI helps to gener-
ate codes to solve specific problems and then iterate with the users
to optimize the codes [86]. Moreover, GenAI can directly generate
the answers to the problem input by users [89].

Purpose-4 Understand Subjects. GenAI can significantly en-
hance users’ understanding of various subjects by providing in-
sights, generating examples, and offering new perspectives. Such
understanding can be of the process of themodel itself (e.g., GANslider [31]
utilizes filmstrips of screenshots to illustrate the process of GAN-
based transferring of images.), the knowledge of a concept in spe-
cific domains (e.g., Liu et al. [114] demonstrates how users of text-
to-image GenAI can effectively prompt by observing vast amount
of text-image-pairs.), the nature or phenomena conveyed by data
(e.g., Vis Ex Machina [204] generates graphs and charts based on
input data from the users in order to help understand the data.).

Purpose-5 Automate Processes. GenAI has a broad spectrum of
applications when it comes to automation. GenAI can be applied to
generating control sequences of robots [13, 71, 110, 155] in various
scenarios based on users’ textual or voice commands. While tradi-
tional automation focuses on executing repetitive tasks based on
specific instructions, GenAI can also introduce creativity, adaptabil-
ity, and decision-making into automation processes. For example,
Liventsev et al. [119] propose fully autonomous programming with
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Figure 3: Purposes of Using GenAI depict the users’ intention of the interactions and the high-level capabilities of the applica-
tions, consisting of Refine Outcomes [9], Explore Alternatives [183], Get Answers to Inquiries [89], Automate Processes [175],
Enhance Experiences [165], Augment Sample Data [25], and Understand [144]

LLMs, where the models are able to rationalize and determine the
best practice of coding.

Purpose-6 Enhance Experiences. GenAI, given its ability to gen-
erate content and adapt to user input, can significantly enhance
user experiences across various platforms and applications. In gen-
eral, GenAI is capable of enhancing the experience by improving
the quality of the generated content based on diverse metrics. For
instance, GenAI can extend the visual experience of the users [93],
make language in articles user-friendly [168], or modify the user
input for more efficient communication [180, 194] A particular key
aspect in GenAI’s enhancement of experience is personalization,
where GenAI adapts its output based on users’ profiles, preferences,
or states. For example, VocabEncounter [7] adapts to the contexts
of the users to provide personalized experiences of learning foreign
vocabulary. AdaptiFont [80] generates adaptive fonts according to
users’ reading speed to maximize the reading experience.

Purpose-7 Augment Sample Data. GenAI has become a pow-
erful tool for data augmentation, a process used to increase the
amount and diversity of data. AI-generated data can be used as
training data to build a new AI model. For example, Word-Gesture-
GAN [25] utilizes GAN to generate synthetic gesture data for train-
ing keyboard gesture recognition models. Deepwriting [3] uses
GAN to generate handwriting data to train style-transfer models.
Enabled by the large corpus of knowledge learned by LLMs and
LVMs, research has also investigated the possibility of deploying

AI-generated data of various modalities into other research do-
mains. For instance, Park et al. [145] and Hamalainein et al. [63]
experimented with AI-generated for research in social computing
and HCI respectively.

5 FEEDBACK FROMMODELS TO USERS
In this section, we discuss the feedback from GenAI models to
the users. We identified three dimensions to depict the current
landscape of feedback techniques, namely, 1) output modalities, 2)
functions of the models, and 3) Output synchronization.

Dimension-1 Output Modalities. The output modality of a gen-
erative AI model refers to the type or form of data that the model
produces. Generative models can produce a variety of outputs, and
the modality is determined by the type of data they are trained
on and designed to generate. In our research, output modality de-
termines the modality of the feedback presented to the users (i.e.
they are identical), because we have not identified a case where the
output of the system is not presented to the users.

—Textual Textual output encompasses natural language in texts,
programming code [76, 112, 119], the handwriting of texts [3], and
fonts [80]. Specifically, natural language in texts can be chats [64,
72, 202], descriptions of a problem [86], or pieces of literature [27,
138, 168].

2D Visual Generative AI models that produce 2D visual out-
puts are typically trained on large datasets of images to learn the
underlying patterns and can create novel images based on their
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Figure 4: Output Modalities consists of four categories, namely textual (text [27], chat [78], code [86], font [80], and hand-
writing [3]), 2D visual (image [9], sketch [45], slide [6], video [199], spatial AR [93], and visualizations of data [64]), layout
(game layout [182]), web layout [91], graphic layout [60], and floor plan [66]), numerical data (robot control sequence [71]),
audio (music [170], sound effect [20], and voice [74]), and 3D graphics (3D model [117], 3D motion [196], and XR scene [131])

training. 2D visual outputs consist of images [19, 114, 118, 159, 161],
sketches [22, 207], videos [115, 175], 2D visualization of data [103,
204], and spatial AR [92, 93].

3D Graphic 3D graphic outputs consist of 3D models, 3D motion
of various objects, and XR scenes. For example, Koyama et al. [98]
utilize generated 3D models to provide suggestions during 3D de-
sign. Yoo et al. [199] generate VR camera layouts by referring to a
clip of a film.

Audio Audio output consists of music [48, 120, 170], sound ef-
fects [138], or natural language voice synthesis [74].

LayoutGenAI is capable of generating layout information, widely
deployed in designing game layouts [127], web layouts [186], graphic
layouts [60, 77], and more domain-specific layout designs (e.g. game
layout [18, 163, 182]).

Numerical Data All modalities of input can be fundamentally
regarded as numerical data in the computer science and engineering
realm. In addition to the aforementioned modalities that contain
high-level information that can be directly perceived by humans,

we identify the numerical data otherwise conveying information
and being used as inputs to GenAI e.g., gestural data [25], control
sequence to a robot [13, 155], and hierarchical representations of
concepts [103].

Dimension-2 Functions of the Models. As was previously eluci-
dated, the core capability of GenAI is to generate new data samples
that are similar in distribution and characteristics to the training
data. Based on this capability, a range of functions of GenAI mod-
els are developed. We categorized the most common six functions
in the literature, namely: 1) Generation from Scratch, 2) Comple-
tion, 3) Intra-Modal Transformation, 4) Inter-Modal Conversion, 5)
Diversification, and 6) Aggregation.

Generation from Scratch GenAI applications are capable of pro-
ducing entirely new content without specific input. This could be
through utilizing pre-trained patterns, internal algorithms, or some
combination of initial states or conditions within the model itself.
The initial generated content is not directly guided by a user’s input,
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Figure 5: Functions of GenAI Models describe the capabilities of GenAI models, consisting of Generation from Scratch [182],
Completion [110], Intra-Modal Transformation [42], Inter-Modal Conversion [189], Diversification [69], and Aggregation [138].

and the model operates more autonomously. With this autonomy,
this method of input initialization can benefit (1) GenAI systems
with non-expert [80, 120, 170] users who do not possess knowledge
of proper input, (2) systems that passively assist the users [7, 80],
or (3) systems that help the users with ideation within a specific
domain through vast collections of examples [44, 96, 142, 182]

Completion In some scenarios, GenAI is required to finish an
incomplete product from the user. For example, GenAI can generate
auto-completion or suggestions for an ongoing writing task to
compose a piece of literature or a story [34, 73] with designated
plots or opinions to inspire or lead the writers. Moreover, based on
what users have input, generated content can be as good as the user
input in terms of quality [45] or provide a different perspective on
the subject [6].

Intra-Modal Transformation Intra-modal transformation refers
to the function of GenAI to change within the same input modality
to produce a different output in the same modality. Systems that
leverage intra-modal transformation typically include modifying
the details in the content to meet the users’ preferences or expe-
riences (e.g. Strengers et al. [168] propose an LLM-based method
to modify the article for friendliness to people for minority and
De et al. [34] enable human portraits editing with brain signals.).
Such transformation usually results in changes in styles [60, 148],
content [148, 200], or quality [93, 98, 194] of the output.

Inter-Modal Conversion Inter-modal conversion refers to the func-
tion of GenAI models to convert between different input and output
modalities. This function to convert abstract knowledge or repre-
sentations among diverse modalities has fostered a promising quan-
tity of possibilities for GenAI applications. This is because human
knowledge and information can now be instantiated to the best
modality to either 1) be conveyed efficiently or 2) fit the platforms
of the applications. For example, Cheng et al. [22] enable image
editing via texts to convert textual descriptions of a design into a
visual representation of the design. Similarly, Yoo et al. [199] utilize
GenAI to generate VR camera layouts given a reference video, ob-
taining a unique output for VR applications. Moreover, this function

of inter-modal conversion has lessened the barriers of expertise re-
quirements in many domains for novices, particularly thanks to its
capability to convert ideas and information from intuitive modality,
e.g. natural language and sketches, to exclusive modalities, such as
programming language, artistic work, or domain-specific designs.
For example, text-to-code applications allow conversion from sim-
ple descriptions of tasks in natural language to codes to handle
the tasks [76, 86, 112, 119]. This benefit is also manifested in text-
to-image and sketch-to-image applications, where users with no
artistic skills can instantiate their intuition or idea, and eventually
compose an artistic painting [19].

Diversification GenAI possesses the function of diversification,
by generating multiple diverse outputs from a single input. The
outputs can be of the same modality. In this case, GenAI is capa-
ble of generating instances with variations in details. For example,
generating images of the same content but with different view-
points or features [44, 183, 206], generating longer music given a
short clip of melody [120, 170], generating textual content such
as NPC quests in games [8] or (fake) news [212], or designs for
different game layouts [18, 163, 182]. Moreover, the outputs can
be of different modalities. In this case, GenAI is converting the in-
put inter-modally to multiple outputs. For example, Jing et al. [77]
enable the generation of diverse layout designs from a scenario
constraint for mobile shopping applications.

Aggregation Finally, GenAI is capable of taking multiple inputs
and synthesizing them into a single concise output, which we refer
to as aggregation. GenAI can aggregate inputs of different modal-
ities of inputs to an output of specific modalities. For instance,
PopBlends [187] blends the concepts from texts and images into a
new image, to generate the best representations of an idea. Huber
et al. [72] make possible the aggregation from texts and images to
emotional dialogues. GenAI can also aggregate inputs to outputs
of uniform modalities, focusing on refining the information within.
For example, StyleMe [192] enables users to merge the outlines
and styles from two fashion designs into a new one. AngleKindling
allows journalists to take different angles in writing a journal by
summarizing the ideas from the text [146].
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Dimension-3 Output Synchronization. GenAI systems also uti-
lize different output synchronization strategies. We identify three
strategies based on the output timing with respect to the user in-
teraction timing.

Preliminary This category describes a GenAI system with output
prior to the user interaction. The preliminary output strategy is
usually utilized in the GenAI systems where users absorb the AI-
generated content [7] passively or as is [78, 185]. Another scenario
with preliminary output is the human-GenAI collaboration tasks
where GenAI takes the first move to inspire [103] or motivate [6]
the human.

Real-time Real-time output is generated concurrently with hu-
man interaction with the GenAI systems. This strategy benefits
the systems with the requirement of immediate responses such
as in writing suggestions [11, 73, 180] and auto completion [105].
Moreover, real-time output is preferred when the systems consist
of interaction modalities that tweak the direction, attributes, or
details of the generated content. In these systems, users expect real-
time feedback generated when they are interacting. For example,
in GAN-based image generation applications [31, 44, 196], when
a user is dragging a slider controlling the direction of the GAN
models, the visualization of the generated images is expected to be
dynamic and aligned with the slider movement. This advantage of
real-time feedback can be identified through other collaborative
applications such as webtoon sketch creation [96], co-writing [11],
and programming assistance [46, 147].

Delayed A delayed output is generated after an explicit mark
of the end of the users’ interaction, e.g., hitting enter when chat-
ting with a chatbot [74, 130] or clicking on a button to input a
set of parameters [59]. This strategy is common in most human-
GenAI interactive applications that require descriptions of human
expectations of the output, such as fashion design containing mul-
tiple layers [22], artistic image generation considering multiple
attributes [96], style merging requiring multiple inputs [192], etc.
When there are multiple elements to be considered by the humans
in the loop, the delayed output prioritizes users’ decision-making
on the final output. Some interaction techniques require delayed
output by nature. For example, interaction with a chatbot requires
input and output on a conversational basis which goes one by one.
Nevertheless, the computation cost is a major reason for some
applications resorting to delayed output. Although from a design
perspective, real-time output is preferred for the reasons aforemen-
tioned, subject to the model size and constraints on the computa-
tional power, most image-based GenAI systems resort to delayed
output for consistent user interactions.

6 CONTROL FROM USERS TO MODELS
This section discusses how users can control the GenAI and its out-
put. To this end, this section delves into the common ways by which
humans can provide feedback to the GenAI system. Broadly, we
categorize into three categories: How users take actions to navigate
or adjust GenAI, what the objects in GenAI systems are controlled,
and the mediums to provide feedback.

Dimension-1 Methods to Improve the Output. This subsection
includes methods to improve the output generated from GenAI.

Options Selection Users can select their preferred output from
a range of options generated by the AI, allowing them to choose
the result that best aligns with their needs [120, 137, 183]. Output
selection can also serve as a feedback mechanism to train or fine-
tune GenAI to get better results in the future. Additionally, users can
also select one of the outputs fromGenAI model intermediate layers
guiding the direction to the final desired output [43]. This allows
the user to iterate or build on the intermediate output refining them
further to achieve the final result.

Highlighting and Inpainting It allows users to point out specific
areas that need modification or replacement in the input such as
image [44], text [29, 49], or document [122]. Users can highlight
or color paint emphasizing particular details, areas, or objects to
either add [9],erase [9, 49], modify [43, 96] or keep [101] specific
regions of the input in generating the final output.

Parameter based Tuning GenAI system provides users with a
unique ability to access and manipulate the intermediate layers to
influence or refine the output [31, 98, 163, 170, 178]. It provides users
with a granular level of control over the output using slider [170]
or numerical input [178] to semantically change a generation of
output. Parameter tuning is helpful in image input-output target
matching [31, 159], controlling the randomness of the generated
output such as LLMs [107], changing the style of output [153]
e.g. graphic design [178], and editing the content but preserving
style [3, 153].

Natural language CommandsNatural language guidance from hu-
mans either text or voice allows them to guide the output from the
GenAI system using commands or instructions [22, 71, 155]. Users
can provide commands sequentially to steer the output genera-
tion [118]. These commands are commonly used in Large Language
models [62], Chatbots [64], and visual design assistant [22].

Additional Demonstration Users can further provide additional
information to the GenAI system by drawing sketches [59, 211],
outline [164], copy & paste [24], handwriting [2], images [148] and
keywords [116] to narrow the scope of the generated output. Users
can provide specific preferences [211], additional context [192, 209],
and set constraints [27] to generate a more relevant and accurate
output.

Re-intiliazation Users can re-initialize the generation process
over, with new or some adjustments [45, 110, 177] in the input.
This iterative and adaptable approach allows users to fine-tune
content generation effectively [139]. Reinitializing also allows for
experimentation to see how different approaches or inputs affect
the output [111].

Dimension-2 Objects to Control. This section covers what part
of GenAI with which humans are interacting to control the output.
We broadly categorize objects of control into four based on the
focus of humans either in controlling the GenAI model or with
input.

Latent Space Latent spaces are high-dimension representations
of the input given by the users. Modifying these high-dimension
states allows users a semantically meaningful way to control the
style of the output. For example, GANravel [44] allows users to edit
face features such as adding glasses to their eyes or making the
person smile keeping the rest of the face the same. Such controls
of latent space representation in GenAI systems give users the
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Figure 6: Methods to Improve the Output from the user’s perspective include Option Selection [206], Highlighting and
In-painting [44], Parameter-based Tuning [31], Natural Language Command [22], Additional Demonstration [164], and Re-
Initialization [45].

freedom to visualize the direction of output [81], explore for diverse
generated outputs [33, 206], and transform [127] the latent space
to get the desired output. In most cases, users may not directly
manipulate the latent space so they are mapped to UI elements
such as clicking a button [44] or moving sliders [31, 96]. In addition,
latent space allows users to potentially influence the types [77, 200],
quantities [206], and levels of variability [44] present in the system’s
outputs.

Parameters These GenAI model parameters allow users to con-
trol the creativity(randomness) in the outputs generated from the
GenAI systems [107]. Some GenAI system includes Temperature
parameter [120, 180], frequency penalty [101] and random seed
during the development of GenAI system [107] to control the vari-
ability in the generated output. For example, Louie et al. [170] use a
temperature parameter to generate conventional or surprising mu-
sic. Hyperparameters can be changed by the end-user using tools
that allow changing values using sliders [120] or text editor [107].

Retraining Retraining the GenAI system involves fine-tuning
the GenAI model either with few or zero-shot learning [14, 174]. It
allows the system to become adaptive and personalized for each
individual user [167]. It also allows users to build this GenAI system
unique for their own process [174]. Retraining of GenAI system

makes them personalized to the user by improving task-specific
capabilities and domain-specific knowledge of the GenAI system.

Input Input control provides the unique ability for the user to in-
teract with GenAI without retraining or changing parameters [202].
The quality [114] and relevance [103] of the input prompt influence
the output generated from GenAI systems. Users can provide input
prompts to the model to get the desired generated output [192].
Directly giving input prompts from the user to the model often
generates out-of-context output. To eliminate this users can addi-
tionally provide a few examples of the input-output to guide the
model in generating output in a way the user wants [75, 198]. For ex-
ample, Jiang et al. [76] used LLMs to support software development.
Users can also develop an automatic method of designing such
input prompts instead of manually specifying [90] to get more rele-
vant output. Some of the examples are by suggesting prompts [103],
constructing prompt templates [111], combining multiple prompts
primitive [75], reformulating prompts suiting GenAI system [122],
and transforming prompt to different input modality [27].

Dimension-3 Mediums of Control. We discuss what are the
mediums, humans provide input to and control the GenAI system.

GUI and Widget UI and widgets are the most common design
elements in the GenAI system which allow users to understand
the displayed information and interact with them. Buttons [30],
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Figure 7: Mediums of Controlling GenAI models include GUI and Widget [98], Pen [3], Controller [196], Brain Control
Signal [82], Tangible Objects [136], Body Motion and Gesture [20], and Audio Command [1].

sliders [31], mouse clicks and drags [42], and tool pallets [206] are
often used to provide input or any modifications to GenAI system.
Image editors [43] and text editors [193] are also used to display
outputs and provide or edit the inputs. Interfaces are also used in
displaying the 3D content [117] Information panels and menus are
used to display information that guides users to use the GenAI
system [170]. Canvas is also used to provide multiple [43, 44, 183]
or different modalities [148] to the user for viewing and selection
of the input-output.

Controller The controller is a user interface example that allows
the user to provide input and can be used to control the GenAI
system. For instance, Xu et al. [196] used a game controller to
control human motion generation.

Tangible Object The user can control GenAI systems by moving
objects in the real world [136]. The tangible object includes inter-
actions with physical objects such as static objects[165], dynamic
objects[131], and remote objects [40].

Pen Users can use a physical pen or pencil to draw [110, 177],
write text [2, 3], or make sketches [96, 209] on screens [66] and
paper [177].

Brian Control Signal Brian signals are another medium that helps
the user control the GenAI system using brain signals. Some works
record these signals using electroencephalography(EEG) [32, 82,
167]. Brain responses are directly connected to the internal parame-
ters of GenAI models such as latent space [34] for providing implicit
feedback. For example, Spape et al. [167] used a brain interface for
generating personalized attractive images.

Body Motion and Gesture Gesture interaction involves the utiliza-
tion of physical gestures and movements as a means of engaging
with the GenAI system. Gesture movement can be captured by
interactive surfaces such as mobiles and tablets [25, 26]. Also, body
movements are useful in interacting with GenAI in immersive
environments[20]. Face tracking, facial emotion, and expressions
are also used in designing natural interactions with GenAI[79].
Body motion and Gesture are the most engaging mechanisms while
interactive with GenAI [79]

Audio Audion includes both human voice[1, 74] and music [48].
Human voice commands offer a dynamic approach to manipulat-
ing and directing the outcomes of GenAI models. Through vocal
prompts, users can effectively steer the generated output [112],
leveraging their spoken instructions to guide the GenAI output.
This innovative interaction method harnesses the potential of natu-
ral language and empowers users to shape the GenAI output in a
more personalized [78] and intuitive manner [112]. Additionally,
audio can also be used to provide additional information to GenAI
for music generation [48]

7 LEVELS OF ENGAGEMENT
In this section, we report our categorization based on the level of en-
gagement of the human-GenAI interaction.We identified four levels
of engagement, namely, Passive Engagement, Assistive Engagement,
Collaborative Engagement, and Deterministic Engagement.

Level-1 Passive Engagement: Passive engagement depicts the
systems with which users receive information or content generated
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Figure 8: Through our discovery of the literature, the application domains of GenAI include Art and Creativity [139], Research
and Science [144], Writing [7], Programming [184], Robotics and IoT [1], Education and Training [7], 3D Modeling [50],
Design [137], and Quality of Life [165].

by the AI without direct interaction. Example system designs with
passive engaging interactions fulfill the tasks of immersive news
writing [138] and immersive vision system [92, 93], where the users
are passively engaged with GenAI and its product without explicit
interactions to guide the output.

Level-2 Deterministic Engagement: As its name conveys, in a
GenAI system where the engagement is deterministic, the outcome
is largely determined by the AI’s inherent logic, instructions, or a
predetermined set of rules, rather than being shaped by the users’
interactions. Deterministic GenAI systems usually consider users’
profiles and preferences as part of the input and directly generate
content to meet the users’ requirements, resulting in limited contri-
bution from the users to the final result. User interactions in this
type of engagement are usually just instructions to stop and start
the generation. Examples can be a foreign language dictionary for
the users to learn but in AI-decided contexts [7], AI-generated hier-
archical tutorials for the users to follow [175], or an adaptive font
generator that evaluates the users’ performance and autonomously
generates the best font for reading [80].

Level-3 Assistive Engagement: Assistive engagement allows the
GenAI system to generate content to assist the users in the creation
process, not necessarily of the same content. In other words, the
output of assistive GenAI systems does not substantially contribute
to the final product of the interactions but rather conceptually or
abstractly contributes to the creation process. An example of an
assistive system can be an auto-completion assistant in writing [73],
a contextual provider of suggestions [180], or an online debugger
for an ongoing programming [147].

Level-4 Collaborative Engagement: Collaborative engagement
is the most common design in the current deployment of GenAI
systems. In these systems, GenAI and users work collaboratively
on a task. One major method of these systems is to collaborate
through interactive two-way conversation, exchanging informa-
tion, and user iterating based on the responses. This method is
widely deployed among the systems based on large language mod-
els [15, 75, 125, 197, 200], where conversation in natural language di-
alogue is possible, and some GAN-based applications, where GenAI
provides hints or visualizations on the generation direction in re-
sponse to user queries [31, 42, 44, 118, 127, 188]. Another method
is cooperation, in which the users and the GenAI share the same
goal and substantially contribute to the final results in the same
format. Examples of this method can be jointly creating slides for a
presentation [6], finishing a sketch by GenAI adding details [45],
and composing a piece of melody by both users and generated
music [120, 170].

8 APPLICATION DOMAINS
Through our exploration, we identified a range of diverse appli-
cation domains of human-GenAI systems. Figure 8 summarizes
the categories of domains and lists the related papers correspond-
ingly. We classified existing works into the following high-level
application domains: (1) Art and Creativity, (2) Science and Research,
(3) Writing, (4) Programming, (5) Robotics/IoT, (6) Education and
Training, (7) Game Development (8) 3D Modeling, (9) Design, and (10)
Quality of Life. A detailed list of references in each of the domains
above can be found in Table 9.

Art and Creativity is the domain where most applications emerge.
The generative power of GenAI has changed the game in the art
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industry, covering lots of aspects of artistic creation across the
disciplines of visual arts, music, literature, and filming. In general,
GenAI can contribute to the processes of ideation, variation, and
polishing the artwork. Such contribution will be further refined
by the improvement of the interaction design of human-GenAI.
GenAI also manifests promising potential in the realm of design.
In Art and Design, where the visual components are generated
by GenAI and then evaluated by human designers, we anticipate
further research on the interaction designs in this context from both
micro (e.g. efficiency of certain methods for visualizing designs)
and macro perspective (e.g. conceptual processes in designs that
can be enhanced by GenAI and how). In our discovery, there are
more domains that are less investigated or not investigated best
to our knowledge, e.g. Education and Learning. We foresee further
exploration and exploitation in these domains based on the insights
into specific patterns andmethodologies depicted by our taxonomy.

9 EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES
In this section, we report our categorization of evaluation strategies
for GenAI systems. The main categories we identified are following
the classification by Suzuki et al [173]: (1) technical evaluations,
(2) evaluation through demonstration, and (3) user evaluations.
Through this section, we aim to provide references for future re-
search on GenAI systems, specifically for deciding the evaluation
techniques for future systems.

Evaluation-1 Technical Evaluation. Technical Evaluation focuses
on the performance of the backend, the algorithm, and the model of
a system. Typical technical evaluation methods on system perfor-
mance are qualitative assessment of the output [50, 106, 212], and
quantitative measurement of the output via computing distance
(e.g. BLEU for text and FID for images) between the generated and
the expected in public datasets [32, 66, 74, 190]. The evaluations can
be conducted on annotated datasets by the researchers themselves
and the technical statistics of the datasets are also reported [3, 185].

Evaluation-2 Demonstration. Evaluations through demonstra-
tions assess the system performance under specific conditions. Com-
mon methods consist of generalizability demonstration [98], proof
of concept demonstration [104, 168, 202], demonstration through
an example use case [19, 93, 201].

Evaluation-3 User Evaluation. User evaluation refers to measur-
ing the performance of a system through user studies, focusing
mostly on the effectiveness of the interaction designs in the sys-
tem, which is hard to technically evaluate through uniform metrics.
Common methods for user evaluation are questionnaires carefully
designed to assess how well the design goals of the systems are
satisfied [31, 114], qualitative lab studies [74] for rich insights into
design and contextual understanding, quantitative lab studies [43]
for objective measurement and generalizability, and interviews with
both experts [142, 171] and novices [193, 203] in the subject matter.

10 FINDINGS
In this section, we discuss the standard strategies and gaps that we
identify through our extensive analysis of the literature.

Finding-1Mediums ofControl: Direct but not Intuitive. Through
our literature review, we notice that direct control modalities are
preferred (e.g. widgets, controllers, drawings and highlighting, and
text, 𝑁 = 122) over the intuitive ones (e.g. gestures, brain signals,
and voice, 𝑁 = 32) to control the output of the GenAI system. Di-
rect control modalities allow users to modify the attributes of the
models or data straightforwardly, while intuitive control modalities
require mappings from the users’ intuition to the functions of the
models.

This inclination highlights that GenAI systems align more with
the need to tweak the GenAI models for specific functions directly
while overlooking the users’ need for intuitive interactions. For
example, using sliders to adjust the weights of the attributes of a
GAN model [43, 44, 183] is direct yet not intuitive, because users
(who do not know AI) do not possess the technical knowledge to
understand the correspondences between the attributes and the
outputs. When users interact with systems with straightforward in-
teractions, they need to build the mapping between their interaction
input and the output, while with intuitive interactions, researchers
have preset this mapping for the users. Put simply, considering
the Gen-AI systems as black boxes with unknown I/O correspon-
dence, intuitive interactions foster smoother learning curves of
this I/O correspondence than straightforward interactions. This
observation suggests that intuitive human interactions are not yet
the mainstream mediums for controlling the GenAI models.

Finding-2 Visualizing the Results rather than the Process.
We notice that most GenAI systems do not reveal the intermediate
layers or output to the users (𝑁 = 89). This is hard to accomplish
from the AI-developing side, given the fact that it is hard for end-
users to comprehend the mathematical functions that lie within the
intermediate layers of the users. However, from an HCI perspective,
we highlight the necessity of investigating the I/O design space
of the GenAI systems, which is a significant missing piece in the
current research. It is important that users understand the process
of using a system, i.e. what consequences result from each of their
interactions. Starting from this consideration, we further discuss
the future directions to address this concern in section 11

Finding-3 the Use of Foundation Models. We observed that
a major GenAI utilized in the research is Large Language Models
(LLMs, also referred to as Foundation Models [95] along with Large
Vision Models, 63 papers). Large language models have gained
significant popularity due to their unparalleled ability to under-
stand and produce human-like text. We also observed that most
LLM-based applications utilize textual conversation as their interac-
tion modality, implying that the users of these LLM-based systems
interact by text input. This interaction follows the most instinc-
tive patterns for LLMs, which are, after all, models of language.
However, considering LLMs’ overwhelming generative power and
multi-modal potential, we suggest taking one step back and recon-
sidering the possible interaction modalities applicable to LLMs. For
example, a voice command can be converted to text to converse [91],
and vice versa [74]. Similarly, images can be summarized by models
and translated into text for conversation as well [189]. Enlightened
by this finding, we discuss the future opportunities of research in
interaction design in section 11
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Figure 9: An alluvial diagram of the characteristics from our survey across all dimensions.

Finding-4 Ethics. Through our discovery in the papers, we iden-
tify the missing piece of discussion over the ethical problems in-
duced by the widespread application of GenAI. Out of the corpus
of 154 research papers, only 11 papers discuss the potential ethical
problems induced or tackled by their systems or studies. From our
previous analysis of the papers, we identified similar patterns in the
topics, methodologies, or application domains.We conclude that the
applications of GenAI share similar ethical concerns that are yet to
be addressed through further research. Examples of GenAI ethical
problems we have located include GenAI plagiarism [38, 47, 135],
opinionated bias in GenAI system [73], and gender bias in Nat-
ural Language generation [168]. We will be detailing the future
opportunity of investigating how to tack GenAI ethical problems
in section 11.

11 FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunity-1 BridgingUser Interactionswith theAIOutput.
As aforementioned in section 10, intuitive mappings from the users’
interaction to the models’ output are necessary for designing a
GenAI system. We envision two major directions to bridge these
two aspects, namely Exploring Control of Internal Parameters from
the AI side and Exploring Novel Interactions from the Human side.

—Exploring Control of Internal Parameters Interacting with inter-
nal parameters of the GenAI system allows users to explore GenAI
model capabilities[31]. Only 15 papers out of 156 allow users to con-
trol the model parameters. Generally speaking, all systems should
allow users to guide the behavior of output to align with their pref-
erences. This involves adjusting certain GenAI model parameters

and exploring the full capabilities of GenAI models. The question
remains unanswered:What are the correspondences between
the model parameters and the model capabilities? Secondly,
users should be provided with options to control internal parame-
ters. The core question to be addressed here is:Which capabilities
(and their corresponding parameters) are to bemade optional
for users to control, considering the particular application
domains the systems serve? Third of all, all GenAI models are
not easy to control and sometimes it is cumbersome for developers
to achieve total controllability. Exploring the workload distribution
for target user groups is essential: Does this approach make it
easier for non-technical users to interact with the system? Or
Does it hinder the ability of more technical users to fine-tune
or troubleshoot the system? Lastly, blindly adding controllability
to the GenAI model complexities the usage. Reducing the choices
of parameters for the end-users, on the one hand, enhances user
experience and increases efficiency, but on the other hand, lessens
customization or adaptability of the system. A balance between
the degree of freedom and efficiency of the system has yet to be
revealed by future research.

—Exploring Novel Interactions We found limited intuitive inter-
actions between the users and the GenAI systems. With natural
interaction such as gesture-based and brain-controlled interfaces,
users interact with devices and systems through modalities as in-
tuitive as moving the hands or thinking about a picture, to obtain
a desired output. We foresee the potential novel interactions with
such modalities that reduce the cognitive offset between user-
expected output (resulting from the interactions) and the
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actual output. For example, enabling the usage of brain signals to
control the modifications to a generated image waives the cognitive
cost of learning the correspondence between traditional GUI and
output.

Furthermore, this allows the deployment of GenAI systems in
more natural and immersive platforms, particularly in virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) applications. Also, BCIs have the
potential to enable interactions without any physical movement,
opening up possibilities for users with disabilities and new modes
of interaction. Finally, natural interactions often come with tech-
nological difficulties such as user adaptation and personalization,
subject to variability in user input and interaction. For example,
people tend to express their feelings in different ways. Some prefer
informal language, while others make ambiguous gestures. These
differences pose challenges for designing an adaptive system that
relies on users’ expressions as input, say, to generate an image that
describes their mood. The research questions to be addressed in
these scenarios are: 1) How do we integrate natural interac-
tions with current GenAI models? 2) How do we accurately
contextualize and adapt the generated content to users’ natural
interactions as input?

Opportunity-2 Designing and Exploring Interactions with
Foundation Models. —Various I/O Modalities through Foundation
Models We identified promising usage of Foundation Models in our
survey. While the Foundation Models have enabled diverse applica-
tions in domains associated with texts and images, we argue that
further research can aim towardmore intuitive modalities, con-
sidering the cross-modality potential shown from both applications
we’ve investigated [117, 161, 190]. Human conveys information
through diverse means in addition to text and image. For example,
the audio of natural language speaking can be converted into text
as an approach to converse, a gesture or sign language may contain
the information needed for instructing a robot, or a human gaze can
guide the foundation models to generate descriptions of an object
or an event in sight for educational purpose. To advance in the
intuitive and user-friendly design of interactions with Foundation
Models, further research may need to address questions such as (1)
What are the I/O modalities that are the most intuitive for a
specific application? (2)What are the interactions that suit
the applications with specific I/Omodalities? (3)What are the
metrics to evaluate the interactions? (4)What are the general
patterns we can conclude from the designs addressing the
aforementioned questions?

—Diverse Applications through Foundation Models Further from
above, we argue that more diverse applications of Foundation Mod-
els can be introduced by future endeavors. First of all, through the
capability of Foundation Models to handle diverse modalities I/O,
we anticipate consideration of the formats of data that were un-
able to be generated by the predecessors of current GenAI models,
which can be specifically used in a certain task. For example, there
can be an application to generate a blueprint of a novel refrigerator
(sketch, numerical data, and text as output) given users’ routines
of menus (text and image as input). Secondly, we suggest that the
interaction with Foundation Models (or GenAI in general) should
not be constrained to merely collaborative tasks, but can also be
applied to tasks with passive or deterministic engagement. To be

specific, with the strong generative power and capability to con-
sume data in diverse forms, Foundation Models are able to actively
understand the environment or context of the users and generate
content that is to be passively consumed by the users. For example,
a GenAI-based instructional AR system can scan the vision or en-
vironment of the users and detect the elements in the context (e.g.
tools, furniture, and appliances), based on which it will predict the
intended tasks of the users and generate corresponding AR instruc-
tions. To embrace the promising possibility of diverse applications
through Foundation Models, questions remain unanswered What
are the types of information that can be passively perceived by the
users and meanwhile be generated by the Foundation Models (or
GenAI in general)? What are the types of contextual, semantic, or
environmental information that can be used as the input to the
models?

Opportunity-3 Explainable AI from the Users’ perspective.
Traditionally, explainable AI has often been discussed in terms of
making machine learning models understandable to developers,
researchers, or regulators. We envision further discussion, partic-
ularly over GenAI applications, from the end-users’ perspectives
emphasizing the importance of making GenAI systems understand-
able and controllable.

—Real-time feedback to learn the AI’s behaviors From the liter-
ature, we discover that most systems utilize a delayed synchro-
nization strategy (𝑁 = 117), where users finish their interactions
before an output is generated and fed back to the users. This re-
sults in a discontinuity in the user experience, because they only
see a delayed product once they fix the prompts or attribute set-
ting, which sets a cognitive offset between the users’ interaction
and the corresponding outcome. We envision the use of real-time
feedback to tackle this cognitive offset. Real-time feedback reflects
continuously on how user input affects the system’s responses, al-
lowing users to iteratively shape the AI’s behavior. For example,
an auto-completion system for writing should not wait until the
users finish their type, but should rather simultaneously suggest
possible completion choices, with which the users can smoothly
comprehend how their input changes the generation of the choices.

—Foster a user-friendly learning curve of the systemAswas pointed
out in the section 10, it is technically cumbersome to make the end-
users understand the process of the GenAI models, for it is mostly a
black box. However, we foresee the value of researching the learn-
ing curve of the I/Omappings. It is important for the black box users
to understand what output their input leads to (i.e. prompting) [19].
This can be done by highlighting the change brought by the users’
interaction or comparing the differences between output from two
iterations. Through specific visualization or tweaking of the output,
the users obtain a smooth learning curve of the I/O pattern of the
systems, which can foster a quick mastering of the usage of the
systems. To accomplish this goal, the research question has yet to
be addressed:How do we guide the users to give the best input
leading toward their desired output?

Opportunity-4 Human-GenAI Ethics Discussion. As stated in
the Discussion and Findings, we identified the missing pieces of
discussion over ethical problems induced by GenAI. The impact of
the problems varies across different applications, such as shrink-
ing the job market [54], intrusion into copyrights and intellectual
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property [135], and generation of illegal content [4, 28]. We will
describe two common problems as examples to open the floor for
further discussion for researchers to take into consideration when
addressing more foreseen ethical concerns.

—Credit Assignment between GenAI and Human In the GenAI
applications where the final output is of market values or artistic
attributes, it is still vague and undefined how the credit between
GenAI and Human creators should be rigorously distributed, de-
spite the heated discussion over this topic. The credit assignment
dynamic between generative AI systems and human users exempli-
fies a modern collaboration where innovation is nurtured through
a symbiotic relationship. For example, if an artist creates a painting
using a GAN-based system, does he or the GenAI system deserve
credit for this artwork? It would be unrealistic to claim that GenAI
should take full credit, for the fact that there would not be art with-
out humans as long as human interactions are the external force
fostering this artistic creation. Yet, one can easily see the flaws and
unfairness in giving the human artist the full credit, because, in
the creation process, GenAI contributes to the final result, whether
in ideation, styling, or any fundamental stroke. It is also a weak
argument that GenAI (or AI in general) is not human and deserves
no credit in human work, considering the human efforts in imple-
menting the model and creating the artwork sample training this
model. With all these being said, we propose to take the middle
ground that both sides share the credit. The credit lies in the har-
monious exchange: AI offers a canvas, while humans contribute a
vivid palette of experiences, cultural nuances, and depth of under-
standing. However, a rigorous pattern for credit assignment will
not emerge until the following questions are addressed: (1) What is
the definition of creativity in the context of human-GenAI collabo-
ration? (2) Should the data being used to train GenAI be considered
contributing to the generated content? (3) What is the taxonomy
of human-GenAI interactions that can help define the contribution
of a work?

—Inappropriate Use of GenAI Generated content can be harmful
in many possibilities, such as generating biased or opinionated
data for educational content, overlooking the needs of minority
groups, generating illegal content that poses threats to society (e.g.
rumors), or breaching basic human rights (e.g. identity theft in fake
content). We call for rigorous and clarified rules, regulations, and
laws in the domain, which are also considered significant parts of
human-GenAI interactions. Only with clear-defined appropriate
applications and usages of GenAI, shall we foster a positive impact
of GenAI on the existing human industries and communities.

12 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a survey on existing GenAI applications
and research, deriving a taxonomy of human-generative-AI interac-
tions. We synthesize the existing research in this scope and discuss
their (1) Purposes of Interacting with GenAI, (2) Feedback from
Models to Users, (3) Control from Users to Models, (4) Levels of
Engagement, (5) Application Domains, and (6) Evaluation Strate-
gies. Our research aims to provide an overview of the landscape
of the topic of human generative AI and the common ground of
application design. Further, we discuss future opportunities in this
topic, namely, (1) bridging between user interactions and AI output,

(2) designing interactions for Foundation Models, (3) explainable AI
from the Users’ perspective, and (4) ethical discussion on GenAI.We
conclude with a discussion on the negative externalities of GenAI
with a possible reduction of the importance of Humans with GenAI
evolution. We hope our research will guide and inspire future work
on human-generative-AI interaction.
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Table 1: Appendix Table: Purposes of Using GenAI

Category Count Citation

Augment Sample Data 10 Figure [25]: [3, 8, 18, 25, 62, 63, 145, 163, 182, 212]
Automate Processes 26 Figure [175]: [13, 15, 40, 45, 71, 74, 78, 88, 91, 102, 102, 106, 107, 110, 117, 119, 123, 139, 147, 155,

166, 175, 179, 184, 189, 196]
Enhance Experiences 27 Figure [165]:[2, 7, 16, 20, 29, 30, 73, 75, 76, 80, 92, 93, 115, 116, 131–133, 138, 165, 168, 169, 174, 180,

193, 194, 202, 203]
Explore Alternatives 31 Figure [183]:[6, 11, 23, 33, 39, 44, 48–50, 53, 66, 69, 90, 97, 99, 101, 104, 105, 113, 125, 137, 142, 146,

156, 178, 183, 187, 197, 201, 206, 211]
Refine Outcomes 38 Figure [9]:[9, 19, 22, 24, 27, 32, 34, 42, 43, 56, 59, 60, 77, 79, 82, 96, 98, 112, 118, 120, 121, 127, 141,

148, 153, 161, 164, 167, 170, 171, 188, 190, 192, 199, 200, 207, 209, 213]
Get Answers for Inquiries 4 Figure [89]:[35, 46, 86, 89]

Understand Subjects 14 Figure [144]:[31, 64, 72, 81, 103, 114, 136, 144, 159, 175, 185, 186, 204, 210]

Table 2: Appendix Table: Output Modalities

Category Count Citation

2D Visuals 48 Figure [19][45][6][199][93][64]: [6, 9, 19, 22–24, 31–34, 42–45, 64, 79, 81, 82, 92, 93, 96, 97, 103, 114–116, 118,
122, 139, 142, 148, 153, 159, 161, 165, 167, 175, 177, 183, 187, 190, 192, 199, 201, 204, 206, 207, 209]

3d Graphic 12 Figure [117][196][131]: [40, 59, 98, 117, 121, 131–133, 136, 164, 196, 199]
Audio 7 Figure [170][20][74]: [20, 48, 74, 120, 138, 170, 213]

Numerical Data 8 Figure [71]: [13, 25, 71, 78, 102, 103, 155, 196]
Layout 20 Figure [182][91][60][66]: [6, 18, 50, 60, 66, 69, 77, 89, 91, 102, 127, 137, 163, 178, 182, 185, 186, 188, 210, 211]
Textual 62 Figure [27][78][86] [80][3]: [2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 15, 16, 27, 29, 30, 35, 39, 46, 49, 53, 56, 62–64, 72–76, 78, 80, 86, 88,

90, 99, 101, 104–107, 111, 112, 119, 123, 125, 138, 141, 146, 147, 156, 166, 168, 169, 171, 174, 179, 180, 184, 189,
193, 194, 197, 198, 200, 202, 203, 212]

Table 3: Appendix Table: Functions of Models

Category Count Citation

Aggregation 26 Figure [138]: [6, 15, 29, 35, 46, 64, 72, 78, 88, 99, 101, 103, 106, 107, 116, 123, 125, 138, 145, 146,
175, 184, 187, 192, 210, 211]

Completion 12 Figure [110]: [6, 30, 34, 45, 73, 104, 105, 110, 139, 147, 171, 177]
Diversification 30 Figure [69]: [3, 8, 18, 25, 31, 33, 43, 44, 48, 53, 62, 63, 69, 77, 81, 90, 96, 97, 113, 120, 137, 163,

170, 178, 180, 182, 183, 188, 206, 212]
Generation from Scratch 10 Figure [182]: [7, 44, 80, 82, 96, 120, 142, 167, 170, 182]
Inter-modal Conversion 42 Figure [189]: [19, 20, 22, 24, 27, 40, 50, 66, 69, 71, 74, 76, 86, 89, 102, 102, 112, 114, 115, 117–

119, 121, 122, 127, 131–133, 136, 138, 155, 161, 164, 179, 185, 186, 189, 190, 196, 199, 204, 207]
Intra-modal Transformation 40 Figure [42]: [2, 7, 9, 11, 16, 32, 34, 39, 42, 49, 56, 59, 60, 75, 79, 80, 91–93, 98, 141, 142, 148, 153,

156, 159, 165, 166, 168, 169, 174, 193, 194, 197, 200–203, 209, 213]

Table 4: Appendix Table: Synchronization

Category Count Citation

Preliminary 8 [6, 7, 78, 92, 102, 103, 165, 185]
Real-time 26 [11, 15, 16, 30–32, 34, 44, 46, 49, 73, 82, 96, 101, 104, 105, 131, 132, 147, 159, 166, 167, 171, 180, 184, 196]
Delayed 118 [2, 3, 8, 9, 18–20, 22–25, 27, 29, 33, 35, 40, 42–46, 48, 50, 53, 56, 59, 60, 62–64, 66, 69, 71, 72, 74–77, 79–81, 86, 88–

91, 93, 96–99, 102, 106, 107, 110, 112–123, 125, 127, 130, 133, 136–139, 141, 142, 145, 146, 148, 153, 155, 156, 161,
163, 164, 168–170, 174, 175, 177–180, 182, 183, 185–190, 192–194, 197, 199, 201, 203, 204, 206, 207, 209–213]
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Table 5: Appendix Table: Methods to Improve the Output

Category Count Citation

Additional Demonstration 21 Figure [164]: [2, 19, 24, 26, 27, 40, 59, 61, 69, 113, 115–117, 121, 132, 148, 164, 188, 192, 209, 211]
Highlighting and In-painting 16 Figure [44]: [3, 9, 11, 16, 29, 30, 43, 44, 49, 56, 88, 96, 101, 103, 122, 200]
Natural Language Commands 28 Figure [22]: [6, 7, 22, 25, 39, 62–64, 71, 72, 74, 76, 78, 80, 99, 102, 112, 114, 118, 119, 155, 168,

171, 193, 194, 198, 202, 203]
Re-Initialization 15 Figure [45]: [27, 45, 53, 66, 110, 111, 136, 139, 145, 177, 185, 190, 196, 197, 201]
Option Selection 37 Figure [206]: [15, 23, 32, 33, 43, 48, 50, 60, 73, 82, 86, 90, 91, 97, 102, 104, 105, 120, 125, 127,

131, 137, 141, 142, 146, 147, 156, 166, 167, 169, 175, 183, 187, 204, 206, 207, 210]
Parameter-based Tuning 19 Figure [31]: [2, 3, 24, 31, 34, 42, 75, 81, 89, 98, 107, 153, 159, 163, 170, 174, 178, 183, 213]

Table 6: Appendix Table: Objects to Control

Category Count Citation

Latent Space 25 [3, 9, 24, 31–34, 42–44, 77, 81, 82, 96, 98, 127, 153, 159, 163, 178, 183, 200, 206, 211, 213]
Parameters 12 [15, 75, 101, 106, 107, 120, 125, 147, 156, 170, 180, 203]
Retrainnig 3 [14, 167, 174]

Input 93 [2, 6, 7, 11, 16, 19, 20, 23, 25–27, 29, 30, 35, 39, 40, 45, 48, 49, 53, 56, 60–63, 66, 69, 71, 72, 74–76, 78, 79, 86, 88–
91, 97, 99, 102, 102–105, 110–117, 121–123, 130–132, 137, 139, 141, 145, 146, 148, 155, 161, 164, 166, 168, 169, 171,
175, 177, 179, 185, 186, 188–190, 192–194, 196–202, 207, 209]

Table 7: Mediums to Control

Category Count Citation

Brain Signal 4 Figure [82]: [32, 34, 82, 167]
Controller 1 Figure [196]: [196]
Gesture 4 Figure [20]: [20, 25, 26, 79]

GUI and Widgets 110 Figure [98]: [6, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22–24, 29–31, 33, 35, 39, 42–44, 46, 49, 50, 53, 56, 60–62, 64, 66, 69, 72,
73, 75–77, 80, 81, 86, 88–90, 97–99, 101, 102, 102–107, 111, 113, 114, 116–121, 123, 125, 127, 130, 137, 138, 141,
142, 145–148, 153, 155, 156, 159, 161, 163, 166, 168–171, 174, 175, 178–180, 182–184, 186, 187, 189, 190, 192–
194, 197–200, 202–204, 206, 207, 210]

Pen 17 Figure [3]: [2, 3, 26, 27, 45, 59, 66, 96, 110, 132, 139, 164, 177, 188, 201, 209, 211]
Tangible 7 Figure [136]: [40, 92, 93, 131, 133, 136, 165]

Audio Command 10 Figure [1]: [1, 48, 71, 74, 78, 91, 112, 115, 185, 213]

Table 8: Appendix Table: Levels Of Engagement

Category Count Citation

Colloborative 91 [6, 9, 15, 16, 18–20, 22–24, 26, 27, 29, 31, 33, 39, 40, 42–45, 48, 53, 59, 60, 63, 64, 71, 75, 76, 79, 81, 86, 90, 96, 98,
99, 101–103, 110–122, 125, 127, 130–133, 139, 141, 146, 148, 153, 155, 156, 159, 161, 163, 164, 168–171, 177, 178,
182, 183, 188, 192–194, 196, 197, 200, 202, 203, 206, 207, 210, 212]

Deterministic 33 [7, 8, 25, 32, 34, 50, 61, 62, 66, 72, 74, 77, 78, 80, 82, 88, 89, 106, 123, 145, 167, 175, 184, 186, 187, 189, 190, 198,
199, 201, 204, 209, 211]

Assistive 22 [2, 3, 11, 30, 46, 49, 56, 69, 73, 91, 104, 105, 107, 137, 142, 147, 166, 174, 179, 180, 185, 213]
Passive 5 [92, 93, 102, 138, 165]
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Table 9: Appendix Table: Application Domains

Category Count Citation

3D Modeling 7 Figure [50]: [50, 59, 69, 98, 121, 164, 199]
Art and Creativity 33 Figure [139]: [3, 9, 19, 20, 24, 31, 32, 34, 42, 43, 45, 48, 82, 96, 97, 110, 115, 116, 120, 122, 139, 148,

153, 161, 167, 170, 177, 183, 185, 190, 201, 206, 213]
Design 24 Figure [137]: [6, 23, 60, 66, 77, 89, 91, 93, 113, 114, 117, 118, 127, 137, 138, 175, 178, 186–188, 204,

207, 210, 211]
Education and Learning 3 Figure [7]: [7, 81, 103]

Fashion 5 [22, 33, 142, 192, 209]
Game Development 7 Figure [163]: [8, 18, 79, 99, 163, 182, 196]

Programming 14 Figure [184]: [46, 75, 76, 86, 106, 107, 112, 119, 123, 147, 171, 179, 184, 193]
Quality of Life 16 Figure [165]: [2, 7, 25, 40, 74, 78, 80, 92, 102, 130–133, 165, 189, 203]

Robotics and IOT 6 Figure [1]: [1, 64, 71, 72, 102, 155]
Science And Research 10 Figure [144]: [39, 44, 61–63, 144, 145, 159, 198, 212]

Writing 31 Figure [7]: [7, 11, 15, 16, 26, 27, 29, 30, 49, 53, 56, 73, 88, 90, 101, 104, 105, 111, 125, 141, 146, 156,
166, 168, 169, 174, 180, 194, 197, 200, 202]

Table 10: Appendix Table: Evaluation Methodologies

Category Count Citation

Technical Evaluation 50 Quantitative: [1, 3, 9, 18, 22, 24–27, 32, 34, 39, 40, 42, 53, 59, 61, 63, 66, 69, 71, 72, 74, 77, 82, 90, 92, 101,
102, 105, 111, 118, 119, 121, 122, 127, 155, 161, 164, 165, 167, 175, 178, 182, 185, 187, 188, 190, 198, 213]

40 Qualitative: [1, 7–9, 22, 24, 25, 27, 32, 39, 42, 45, 50, 53, 59, 66, 71, 72, 92, 105, 106, 110, 118, 121, 122,
145, 146, 155, 161, 164, 165, 167, 175, 178, 187, 188, 190, 192, 212, 213]

Demonstration 12 [19, 34, 92, 93, 98, 104, 106, 165, 168, 190, 201, 202]
User Evaluation 108 [2, 3, 6–8, 11, 15, 16, 18–20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29–31, 33, 42–46, 48, 49, 53, 56, 60, 62, 64, 69, 73–80, 86, 88–

93, 96, 99, 101, 103, 105, 107, 110, 112–117, 119, 120, 123, 125, 127, 130, 131, 137–139, 141, 142, 145–
148, 153, 156, 159, 163, 165–167, 169–171, 174, 179, 180, 183–187, 189, 192–194, 197, 199, 200, 203, 204,
206, 207, 209, 210, 213]
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Table 11: State-of-the-Art Commonly Used GenAI Applications

Input Output Application Model Link
Text Text Chatbot LLAMA https://github.com/facebookresearch/llama
Text Text Chatbot ChatGPT https://github.com/lencx/ChatGPT
Text Text Chatbot Sparrow https://arxiv.org/pdf/2209.14375.pdf
Text Text Chatbot BART https://github.com/huggingface/transformers/tree/main/src/transformers/models/bart
Text Image Art Dalle -1 https://github.com/lucidrains/DALLE-pytorch
Text Image Art Dalle- 2 https://github.com/lucidrains/DALLE2-pytorch
Text Image Art CLIP https://github.com/openai/CLIP
Text Image Art VisualBERT https://github.com/uclanlp/visualbert
Text Image Art GLIDE https://github.com/bumptech/glide
Text Image Art Imagen https://imagen.research.google/
Text Image Art CM3Leon https://github.com/kyegomez/CM3Leon
Text Image Art Stable Diffusion https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion
Text Code Programming ChatGPT https://github.com/lencx/ChatGPT
Text Code Programming Codex https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/code
Text Code Programming Copilot https://github.com/github/copilot-docs
Text Code Programming Code Interpreter https://github.com/ricklamers/gpt-code-ui
Text Code Programming Code T5 https://github.com/salesforce/codet5
Text Code Programming Code LLama https://github.com/facebookresearch/codellama
Text Code Programming StarCoder https://github.com/bigcode-project/starcoder
Text Motion Animation MDM https://github.com/GuyTevet/motion-diffusion-model
Text Motion Animation Natural Motion https://github.com/EricGuo5513/text-to-motion
Text Audio Music AudioLDM https://audioldm.github.io/
Text Audio Music Make-An-Audio https://github.com/Text-to-Audio/Make-An-Audio
Text Audio Music AudioCraft https://github.com/facebookresearch/audiocraft
Image Image Art GAN https://github.com/eriklindernoren/PyTorch-GAN
Image Image Art StyleGAN https://github.com/NVlabs/stylegan
Image Image Art BigGAN https://github.com/ajbrock/BigGAN-PyTorch
Image Image Art CycleGAN https://github.com/junyanz/CycleGAN
Image Image Art DenoisingGAN https://github.com/NVlabs/denoising-diffusion-gan
Image Image Art VAE https://github.com/AntixK/PyTorch-VAE
Image Image Art InstaFormer https://github.com/KU-CVLAB/InstaFormer
Image Image Art Stable Diffusion https://stablediffusionweb.com/
Image Image Art Cold Diffusion https://github.com/arpitbansal297/Cold-Diffusion-Models
Image Image Art DiffusionVAE https://github.com/kpandey008/DiffuseVAE
Image Image Art CM3Leon https://github.com/kyegomez/CM3Leon
Image Text Image Description Flemigo https://github.com/lucidrains/flamingo-pytorch
Image Text Image Description BLIP https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
Image Text Image Description GROUNDING https://github.com/kohjingyu/fromage
Image Text Image Description AltCLIP https://github.com/automatic1111/stable-diffusion-webui
Image Text Image Description GIT https://github.com/microsoft/GenerativeImage2Text
Image Text Image Description M-GPT https://github.com/open-mmlab/Multimodal-GPT
Audio Audio Voice Conversion WaveNet https://github.com/vincentherrmann/pytorch-wavenet
Audio Video Animation VAE https://github.com/NVlabs/Dancing2Music
Video Text Video Description VideoBERT https://github.com/ammesatyajit/VideoBERT
Video Text Video Description CoMVT https://google.github.io/look-before-you-speak/
Video Text Video Description MVGPT https://github.com/open-mmlab/Multimodal-GPT
Video Text Video Description UniVL https://github.com/microsoft/UniVL
Video Text Video Description OpenFlemingo https://github.com/mlfoundations/open_flamingo

https://github.com/facebookresearch/llama
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